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Abstract—We describe preliminary work on a novel detection
approach, which we call diagnosis-enabled intrusion detection
(DEID), which takes a stream of evidence from multiple sources,
aggregates the evidence and uses it to arrive at the “best”
explanation for the observed activity. This approach requires
the solution of four key scientific challenges: (i) a theory and
algorithms for monitor placement that covers all system layers to
prevent attackers from evading detection even when launching
zero-day attacks; (ii) evidence collection for producing useful
aggregated evidence from system actions in real-time without
adversely affecting the mission; (iii) a theory of diagnosis detection
for filtering and correlating evidence to test hypotheses regarding
mission impact, producing both diagnoses and explanations of
their causes; and (iv) diagnosis presentation for conveying explanations to domain experts to produce new knowledge to act on
previously-unknown attacks effectively and to respond effectively
to identified attacks that preserve mission requirements.

I. I NTRODUCTION
We develop a novel intrusion detection approach, diagnosisenabled intrusion detection (DEID), which takes a stream
of evidence from multiple sources, aggregates the evidence
into a set of attack symptoms and uses those symptoms to
arrive at the “best” explanation for the observed activity.
We output a set of features that are understandable by a
human analyst. Our approach subsumes signature-based detection; the evidence may map onto a known signature. It
also subsumes anomaly-based and specification-based IDSs;
it captures known anomalies and deviations from protocol
semantics as symptoms. More importantly, our models capture correlated behaviors across levels (human actions, OS,
applications and network) both for normal behaviors and
under attack conditions. The fundamental question we wish
to answer is how best to combine observed behaviors, that
have well-defined statistical properties, to develop a high
quality intrusion detection system, which generates alerts with
well-known semantic properties for both known and unknown
attacks?
Towards answering the above question, our diagnosisenabling detection system will incorporate evidence from
monitoring at multiple layers (human-centric or psychosocial,
network protocols, OS kernel, and application) to serve as attack symptoms, principled statistical methods for aggregating
symptom data streams into a tunable, high-quality diagnosis
trigger, causation graphs to model how attacks and normal
behavior are mapped onto symptom sets, and a principled

method for explaining why the evidence is considered to be
an attack on the mission.
Our approach is inspired by disease diagnosis in the medical
community. Specifically, the goal in health monitoring is to
quickly and accurately identify new syndromes (illness with
no previously diagnosed cause) by distinguishing them from
known diseases. Cases of a known disease are recognized by
the presence of that disease’s known symptoms and can be
thought of as roughly equivalent to signature-based IDS. The
main questions with syndromes for public health professionals
are: (a) whether a previously unobserved set of symptoms
represents a new disease, (b) whether this new disease is
caused by variants of known diseases (e.g., mutating viruses),
and (c) whether the cause of this disease is a major threat to
the health of the population at large. To quickly identify new
disease outbreaks, the public health system uses a technique
called syndrome surveillance. Syndrome surveillance refers to
methods to detect population (and individual) health changes
that indicate the presence of previously undiagnosed illness.
The public health surveillance problem is nearly identical to
the problem of mission-oriented intrusion detection incorporating risk. We develop our approach, inspired by syndrome
surveillance, to solve problems that are not adequately addressed by the traditional IDS approaches, yet incorporates
them as components. We use monitor evidence not as the
triggers for an attack alert but only as a possible symptom of
an attack. This symptom might also indicate some other rare
but benign behavior that has not been previously observed.
The problem is we need sound and principled models for
diagnosing the root cause of the observed set of symptoms to
function as an explanation for previously unobserved activity.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Intrusion detection approaches can be predominantly classified into three classes: (a) signature-based detection, (b)
anomaly detection, and (c) specification-based detection. With
signature-based detection [17], [20], [1], [21], [13] attacks
are inferred from specific known accompanying behavior.
The obvious problem is that unknown, zero-day attacks, or
even simple variants are undetected. Anomaly detection looks
for sets of features that deviate from normally expected
behaviors [25], [10], [8], [14], [3], [23]. The assumption that
attacks are observable as statistical rarities leads to relatively
high false positive rates due to rare yet benign use of the
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system. Furthermore, alerts generated by anomaly detectors
provide limited actionable intelligence for system administrators. Specification-based IDS systems assume precise protocol
definitions [4], [11], [16], [19]) are available for identifying
good behavior; everything else is an attack. The drawback
is that specifications are not always available nor are they
strictly adhered to by developers in practice. Several efforts
employ AI or fuzzy logic to determine the likelihood of attacks
(e.g., [15], [12]). Similar to anomaly-based approaches, these
require training on both normal data and on attacks, and suffer
from high false positives. Very few of these approaches take
psychological or social level considerations into account in
their detection models. Finally, work in intrusion correlation
has primarily focused upon distributed alert correlation [5],
[24] and typically depends upon specifics of the underlying
alert mechanism [6], [7], [2], [18], [9], [22].
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
To address this problem, the first step is to formulate the
relevant features of known attacks that have been previously
observed that will be useful in diagnosing unknown attack
activity. We begin with a set of previously known and implementable attacks, A = {a1 , a2 , . . .}, letting a be an arbitrary
attack. Define AC = {ac1 , ac2 , . . . } to be the set of attack
classes, where ac refers to an arbitrary class of attack. The
function AT C, defined as AT C : A → P(AC), associates
each attack with a set of attack classes. Given a system, S used
to accomplish a certain mission, we wish to determine if S is
operating normally with the mission requirements satisfied, is
under attack from a known attack a, or is under an unknown
attack of a particular class ac.
To formulate the behavior or the system, we define
the set of known states system S can be in as SS =
{sa1 , sa2 , . . . san , sn}, and ss which refers to an arbitrary
state. The state sai , where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, represents the state
where S is under attack by corresponding attack ai , and
sn represents the state where S is operating normally. Let
CS(t) be an element of SS, CS(t) ∈ SS, that represents
the current state of the system at time t. Each attack, a, is
known and implementable, so we can experimentally observe
S when CS(t) = sa. Since we define the meaning of the
“normal operations” of S we can also experimentally observe
S when CS(t) = sn. Thus, it should be noted that we can
experimentally observe S in any state of SS, CS(t) = ss.
IV. ATTACK S TATE E STIMATION USING
D EMPSTER -S HAFER T HEORY OF E VIDENCE
Our goal is to estimate the effect of the current attack
state on the ongoing mission using a limited set of available
symptoms as evidence. We wish to take into account both
the presence and absence of evidence as well as lack of
knowledge about potential evidence. To accomplish this, we
apply the Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence to all potential
observables to arrive at a belief in a certain attack state
classification. The set of known states, SS, will play the role of
the frame of discernment in Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST).
In DST, it is assumed that the current state of S, CS(t), is

unknown to the observer, and must be one of the values from
the frame of discernment. The value of CS(t) is determined
by providing, combining, and interpreting beliefs (sometimes
called evidence) which take the form of a basic belief assignment (abbreviated BBA). All of these terms refer to the
same object, namely a function that maps, over a particular
frame of discernment, all possibles subsets of the frame of
discernment to a belief mass or mass (a real value between 0
and 1, inclusive), defined as BBASS : P
P(SS) → [0, 1]. The
total mass of a belief must add to 1,
BBASS (i) = 1,
i∈P(SS)

and the empty set must have no mass, BBASS (∅) = 0. The
purpose of beliefs is to reason about, and provide evidence
for, the value of the CS(t). The belief mass assigned to
each subset of SS is interpreted as a subjective probability
(or “opinion”) that the given subset contains the CS(t). Say
you have a non-empty subset of the frame of discernment,
E|E ⊆ SS ∧ E 6= ∅, a belief mass, X, and a belief function
BSS such that BSS (E) = X. If X = 0, you don’t believe that
E contains the CS(t), and if X = 1 you believe absolutely
that E must contain the CS(t). Values of X in-between the
extremes, 0 < X < 1, represent the varying strengths of
opinion. Note when X = 0 you are not giving any opinion
towards E not containing the CS(t). To accomplish this effect,
evidence should be assigned to the complement of E instead,
BSS (SS − E) = X. From the above explanation, one can
see why BSS (∅) = 0, as we cannot provide evidence towards
there being no CS(t), since, by definition, there is always a
current state. One can also see that assigning mass towards
BSS (SS) = X tells us that “there exists a current state,”
which is effectively nothing when attempting to determine
CS(t). Mass assigned in this manner allows us to represent
the lack of knowledge or strength in a belief.
V. O BSERVABLES
To collect beliefs that will assist in determining the CS(t),
one will first need to gather a set of observables. Let
O = {O1 , O2 , . . . } be the set of observables, where o is a
particular one. Each observable is a function taking a time, t,
and returning a real value, o(t). Conceptually, an observable
represents any process that can be monitored or sampled to
produce a time series. For instance, the speed of a particular
vehicle could be an observable, as its speed is defined and
can be measured at each point in time. This definition is quite
broad, so we will restrict our set, O, to only contain relevant
observables. Relevant, in this context, means the values of o
are not the same, or very similar to one another, when the
CS varies across the values of SS. In other words, to be
relevant, the value of o must be dependent on the value of the
CS. For example, if we assume S is a networked computer,
SS = SF, N , where SF is the state where S is under attack
by a Synflood, and N is the normal state where S is idle. If
o is the speed of a particular vehicle, we can see that whether
CS = SF or CS = N the value of o will not be affected,
and thus is irrelevant. However, if o was the network traffic
coming into S, we can see that if CS = SF would likely
see larger values of o than CS = I, and is hence relevant.
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Since all states in SS are replicable experimentally, it should
be possible to determine which o are relevant.

returned instead. If DA evaluates to true the symptom is said
to be present, otherwise the symptom is absent.

VI. S YMPTOMS

VII. S YMPTOM C OMBINATION

A symptom takes, as input, the value of an associated
observable, and emits, as output, a belief over SS that provides
an opinion of the CS. It is assumed the symptom is fed newly
sampled values from the associated observable at regular,
static, time intervals. The static time-interval requirement isn’t
necessary, but simplifies discussion. A symptom is allowed
to maintain and make decisions based on an internal state,
so the same observable value as input can yield different
results based on the values input before it. We will assume
we have a set of constructed S = {s1 , s2 , . . . }, where s is
a particular symptom. A symptom’s associated observable is
determined by a user-defined mapping function SO, which
takes a symptom s, and maps it to its observable from O,
o. Note that multiple symptoms can be mapped to the same
observable, and it is assumed each observable is mapped to
by at least one symptom. The value of a symptom at time t is
given by s((SO(s))(t)), assuming that s has been called for
all previous values of t (necessary since, again, s maintains an
internal state). For clarity, we will take s(t) to represent the
value of s at time t following the operation outlined above.
A symptom, as given above, can be thought of like a medical
symptom. Suppose a doctor is attempting to diagnose a patient
who feels sick. The patient, in this case, is the system S.
The patient may have any number of illnesses, as well as
be healthy, forming the set of known states, SS. The doctor
does not know in advance what the patient’s medical state
is, CS. A possible observation, o, the doctor could make
is the patient’s level of nasal congestion. A symptom, s,
associated with o, would be the presence of a “stuffy nose.”
In this case, if the nasal congestion was severe enough (o(t)
was above a threshold), then the doctor might have a high
belief, BSS , the patient could have the common cold or allergies, BSS ({COM M ON COLD, ALLERGIES}) = 0.9.
If nasal congestion was not present, the doctor may have a
low belief that the patient is healthy BSS ({HEALT HY }) =
0.05, since the patient arrived under the premise of being
sick, and a higher belief that the patient could be experiencing
the stomach flu BSS ({ST OM ACH F LU }) = 0.2. In both
cases, the remainder of the doctor’s belief mass would be
allocated to the frame of discernment, which might represent
his lack of experience in the area he is attempting to diagnose,
his eagerness to go home, or his dislike of the patient. Each
of these reduces the confidence in his results.
A class of symptom, we will refer to then as binary
symptoms, adheres to the above specification, is simple to
construct, and operates intuitively like the above example.
Binary symptom operation begins with the current observable
value, o(t), which is fed into the symptom. This value is then
fed into a decision algorithm, DA. DA takes a real input value
and outputs a boolean, DA : R → {T, F }, and may choose
to hold an internal state. If the return value of DA(o(t))
is true, then a precomputed belief, BT , is returned as the
symptom’s belief. Otherwise, a precomputed belief, BF , is

We have the set of symptoms we have constructed, S,
and we now wish to combine the individual beliefs produced
by calling all s(t) at time t. In DST, belief combination is
accomplished through fusion operators. An arbitrary fusion
operator, F O, takes two beliefs as input and outputs a single,
fused belief as output. These operators can also be applied to a
set of beliefs, BS = {bs1 , bs2 , . . . }, by starting with an empty
belief, B|BSS (SS) = 1, and applying the fusion operator to
the last fused belief (or initial empty belief) and the next belief
from BS, r1 = F O(B, bs1 ), r2 = F O(r1 , bs2 ), . . ., until all
beliefs have been combined to form the final output belief, rn .
Our situation is not as simple as selecting a single fusion
operator to combine all of the beliefs generated from S.
This is because some symptoms of S may or may not be
dependent on one another, and fusion operators are built
assuming sets of exclusively dependent or independent beliefs.
To resolve this, we introduce the set of dependent symptom
sets, DSS = {dss1 , dss2 , . . . }, where dss is an arbitrary dependent symptom set. Each symptom s in S should appear in
exactly one dss and no other. One can imagine the symptoms
contained in each dss being the evaluations of a single doctor
or sensor. Each symptom in a dss should be combined using
a fusion operator intended for dependent beliefs. Once all dss
sets have been combined into beliefs, these resulting beliefs
can then be combined using an fusion operator intended for
independent data, and will result in a single final belief.
A tested pair of fusion operators that seem to produce
good results are the averaging and cumulative fusion operators
constructed by Audun Jøsang, Javier Diaz, and Maria Rifqi
in the paper “Cumulative and Averaging Fusion of Beliefs.”
The averaging fusion operator, AV G, is intended to combine
dependent beliefs, A and B, and is given by
AV GSS (x) =

ASS (x)BSS (SS) + BSS (x)ASS (SS)
ASS (SS) + BSS (SS)

AV GSS (SS) =

2ASS (SS)BSS (SS)
ASS (SS) + BSS (SS)

Assuming that both ASS (SS) 6= 0 and BSS (SS) 6= 0, otherwise a separate set of rules must be applied. The cumulative
fusion operator, CU M , is intended to combine independent
beliefs, and is given by
CU MSS (x) =

ASS (x)BSS (SS) + BSS (x)ASS (SS)
ASS (SS) + BSS (SS) − ASS (SS)BSS (SS)

CU MSS (SS) =

ASS (SS)BSS (SS)
ASS (SS) + BSS (SS) − ASS (SS)BSS (SS)

and holds the same constraints as the averaging fusion operator. The equations where the frame of discernment is
allocated zero belief mass are omitted, as the binary symptoms
described above will never experience this case. This was
done by design, as it always allows later beliefs to provide
evidence contrary to current beliefs. If a belief ever has zero
mass assigned to it, its assumed that all non-zero elements of
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belief must contain the CS, and all new evidence contrary
to these elements is ignored. Enforcing a non-zero frame
of discernment follows the philosophy, as Pliny states, “the
only certainty is that nothing is certain,” a sound view when
attempting to detect the unknown. Of course, if S can provably
be constricted to the non-zero elements of a given belief, then
assigning zero to the frame of discernment is the best course
of action, but knowledge of this strength is beyond what can
be provided by the described system.
VIII. I NTERPRETATION
After fusion, we are left with a single combined belief
that should reflect the views emitted by our symptom set.
This belief can be used to estimate the subjective probabilities
of any event over the associated frame of discernment. This
requires the Dempster-Shafer belief, Bel, and plausibility, P l,
operations, which form the lower and upper bounds on the
probability of an event. The belief operation, Bel, takes a
belief, b, and an event, e, (a subset of the beliefs associated
frame of discernment) and sums together the masses of all
other
P events, t, that are a proper subset of e, Bel(b, e) =
b(t). The belief operation adds together the evidence
t⊆e

supporting that e contains the CS to form a lower bound
on its probability. The plausibility operation, P l, also takes
a belief and event. However, it instead sums together the
beliefs masses
Pof all events that intersect with elements of e,
P l(b, e) =
b(t). The plausibility operation adds together
t∩e6=∅

all evidence that doesn’t contradict that e is the CS, and forms
an upper bound on its probability. From these operations, we
can see the subjective probability of e, P (e), is bounded by
0 ≤ Bel(b, e) ≤ P (e) ≤ P l(b, e) ≤ 1.
We now have the tools necessary to determine if S is
operating normally, under attack from a known attack, or under
attack from an unknown of a particular class. Remember, an
event represents a set of states, and the subjective probability
computed from that state shows our confidence that this set
contains the CS. Thus, to estimate the probability that S is
currently operating normally, we compute for e = {sn}. To
estimate the probability that S is under attack from one of
our known attacks, sa, we compute for e = {sa}. Finally,
to estimate that S is under an unknown attack of a known
class, ac, we compute for e = {∀s | ac ∈ AT C(s)}. To determine which of the events computed is above is most likely,
the ranges produced by each, [Bel(b, e), P l(b, e)], should be
compared. A possible comparison function could take the
average of the lower and upper bounds, and take the largest
among them. Another could compare the upper bound, and
if both were equal, compare the lower bound to determine
the largest. Yet another could take into account the difference
between the upper and lower bounds, the uncertainly in our
probability estimate, to select more or less precise solutions
(this value could also be used to determine if we needed to
gather more evidence to shrink this bound). Whatever this
comparison function emits is taken to be the predicted “state”
(not equivalent to the possible states contained in SS, since
we have also included attack classes) of S at time t.

IX. E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
To validate our DEID approach, we perform experiments
on the DETER testbed. This testbed is specifically designed
for cyber-security experimentation and consists of hundreds
of computers made available remotely using a web-based
management interface. This allows us to investigate cross-layer
symptoms from attacks implemented at a single layer. These
dependencies are typically not available with high-fidelity in
simulation.
We design a simple network configuration composed of two
LANs: one LAN with attacking hosts and one with the victim
as well as observer nodes for monitoring. We instrument
testbed nodes with monitors at the operating system level
building on standard OS accounting tools for system performance and fault monitoring. These tools regularly poll kernel
data structures and extract important values as observable OSlevel symptoms. We collect symptoms at the application level
using standard application logging functionality. In addition,
we employ network monitors using an observer node and
packet monitor at the LAN gateway router.
For our experiment, we investigate a large number of
cross-layer symptoms produced by known attacks. For this
initial validation, we use three different TCP denial-of-service
techniques, each implemented on a single attack node. First is
the traditional Synflood which connects to the victims multiple
times without completing the three-way TCP handshake. This
causes the victim’s TCP connection table in the kernel to be
consumed with partial sessions that never terminate, preventing legitimate connections from completing due to lack of
space. The second attack is TCP SockStress which is a testing
tool for determining a systems ability to tolerate a variety of
malformed TCP conditions. Thirdly, we use the SlowLoris tool
which fills up all available HTTP connections with requests
that have very slow response times. This is a stealthy attack
with no record produced in application logs.
The hypothesis we wish to test with our experiment is
whether the previous three known DoS attacks manifest symptoms that are useful in detecting an unknown attack whose
observable behavior fails to match the known attack behavior.
To accomplish this, we design a new TCP DoS attack using
a combination of techniques from the known attacks that
are performed at a rate far below that which is necessary
for denial-of-service individually. Launching these stealthy
versions of known attacks simultaneously causes denial-ofservice without triggering detectors configured to detect the
known version. Our hypothesis is that this new attack will
share enough of the same symptoms with a union of the three
known attacks to provide a diagnosis even though the known
signatures fail.
X. P RELIMINARY R ESULTS
We run multiple instances of the three known attacks: TCP
Synflood, SockStress, and SlowLoris, observing and recording
the presence or absence of approximately 5000 potential
symptoms we identify at four system layers. We collect OS
level accounting statistics, TCP flag statistics at the router,
connection response behavior at the network LAN observer,
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and web application log behavior. Out of this large number
of candidate symptoms, we identify 32 that show differential
response to the known attacks; that is, only 32 symptoms
are enough to allow for disambiguation of the known attack
types. In addition, we emulate normal traffic to our web server
application using a variety of common web benchmarking and
testing tools that make patterns of requests to locations in the
document tree at various rates. Finally, we launch the unknown
attack and observe the set of symptoms that are produced
Figure 1 shows symptoms and their occurrence in the presence
of the five experimental system states. We show only the 14
most important of the 32 symptoms used in the analysis for
clarity and brevity.

t = 75 seconds). While initially the Synflood hypothesis is
higher than SlowLoris (plausibility = 0.6), as the SlowLoris
attack proceeds, the plausibility of the Synflood state drops as
more defining symptoms are received. Also, the plausibility
of the normal traffic state hypothesis starts at near certainty
(plausibility > 0.98), then drops and remains low just as
the SlowLoris state hypothesis becomes most plausible. These
results show that the DST belief assignment of system state
works well in distinguishing among known attacks and normal
traffic based upon the same set of symptoms. Similar results
were obtained during the execution of the other known attacks
with a variety of rates and during times of normal traffic
behavior. Our DST approach correctly assigned belief values
in all cases.

Fig. 1. Table of the symptoms for 5 experimental system states. The colors
of the rows indicate the layer where the symptoms were collected: (red:
application, blue: router, green: observer node, purple: OS)
Fig. 2. Graphs showing the DST plausibility over time during the course of
a SlowLoris attack.

A. DST State Assignment for Known Attacks
For each symptom, we assign a belief mass for its occurrence in conjunction with the known attacks. We also assign
a belief mass for its presence in the case of normal traffic.
Finally, to asses whether a particular symptom might indicate
a denial-of-service class of attack against a mission critical
service, we define a belief that it is present in a generic denialof-service attack using its rate of occurrence in the known
attack types. Then, for each experimentally collected symptom
set, we compute the belief for each of the five system states
using the Dempster-Shafer rule of combination over time as
evidence is collected. We judge the effectiveness of our DST
algorithm in assigning belief in the correct state. In figure
?? we show the results for the DST plausibility over time as
the SlowLoris stealthy DoS attack is launched. Each graph
shows the plausibility for a different system state hypothesis
using the same set of observable symptoms as input. We
execute the SlowLoris attack on its slowest, most stealthy
setting in this example to observe the ability of DST to detect
and distinguish SlowLoris from the other known attacks and
from normal traffic. One notices that it takes more than 50
seconds before this attack method is effective. During that
time, the hypothesis of the SlowLoris state proceeds from
very low (plausibility = 0.4) to high (plausibility > 0.9 at

B. Attack Classification of Unknown Attacks Using DST
The critical question remaining is how, using the symptoms
identified from known attacks, does our approach respond in
the presence of an unknown attack? To investigate this, we
launch our custom stealthy TCP denial-of-service attack which
uses a combination of techniques from the known attacks
but at a much lower rate, which fail to trigger any of the
available signature-based detection methods. Then we track
the belief that the system state is consistent with an unknown
TCP denial-of-service attack using the entire symptom set. The
top two graphs of figure 3 show the DST plausibility for the
system state being subject to an unknown TCP DoS attack
and the plausibility of normal traffic. Almost immediately,
enough symptoms are present to notice the unknown attack
state. In this case, however, the plausibility of normal traffic
remains high until several seconds into the attack when a
slowdown in the targeted service begins to be felt at around
30 seconds. In practice, a security administrator or automated
cyber-maneuver procedure would be able to take action based
upon the change in unknown attack belief regardless of the
belief in normal traffic if the targeted resource were mission
critical. For comparison we also show the plausibility for two
of the known attacks which remain low as desired.
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Fig. 3. Graphs showing the DST plausibility over time during the course of
a new, unknown attack.

XI. C ONCLUSION
We have developed a novel diagnosis-based intrusion detection procedure that applies the Dempster-Shafer theory of
evidence to observable symptoms to detect unknown attacks
and provide a useful classification. We show a proof-ofconcept implementation and it’s performance with TCP denialof-service attacks. We wish to emphasize that our goal is not
to develop an new DoS attack detector but rather to use DoS
as an initial test case for validation of our approach.
Our ongoing work applies this approach to other attack
types which are less evident than DoS, such as SQL injection
and web browser hijacking. In addition, we investigate methods for automatic generation of symptom sets using high level
security specifications and static analysis of code to identify
critical data structures in the kernel, and in applications that
provide non-bypassable evidence that aids in proper attack
classification.
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